MBA Bar Fellows Program
1L Summer Sponsor Commitment Form
The MBA Bar Fellows Program is a highly selective program designed to address the key goal of
diversifying the Oregon bar by recruiting and supporting outstanding diverse law students who
have a strong commitment to practice law in Oregon. The program provides a first‐summer
paid internship, substantial scholarships throughout law school, multiple networking
opportunities, judicial mentorship, and other resources designed to support the Fellows'
success in law school and in their Oregon legal careers. As it grows, this program will support
many Oregon law students in their legal education and legal careers, and will make a
meaningful improvement in the diversity of our bar.
As a summer sponsor, my firm/organization/company commits to do the following:
 Provide a paid internship for a 1L Bar Fellow for ten weeks during the summer following
the first year of law school.
 Pay the Bar Fellow $10,000 for the summer.
o The sponsor may not pay the Bar Fellow more or less than $10,000/summer,
even if the sponsor pays summer associates or other interns a different amount.
It is very important that there be parity among the Bar Fellows.
o The sponsor will determine how to classify the Bar Fellow (stipend, temporary
employee, etc.) and the timing of payment for the Bar Fellow. The sponsor
should communicate this information to the Bar Fellow no later than April 1 for
the Bar Fellow's planning purposes.
 Commit to sponsoring a Fellow for two consecutive summers to assist with program
planning.
 Provide consistent supervision and appropriate projects for the Bar Fellow, keeping in
mind that the Fellow has completed only one year of law school and may not have the
skill level of typical 2L summer associates.
o The sponsor should provide the Bar Fellow with a variety of assignments
throughout the summer. Bar Fellows should not be expected to find their own
projects.
 Provide constructive feedback for the Bar Fellow, designed to facilitate and encourage
the Bar Fellow's success.
 Invite the Bar Fellow to networking and other events, including supporting the Bar
Fellow in attending MBA events and other opportunities.
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If my firm/company/organization is splitting a summer with another sponsor (five weeks
for each sponsor), the two sponsors will communicate in advance with the other
sponsor to address details such as which sponsor will host first.
Inform the MBA promptly of any concerns or challenges.

______________________________ (insert name of firm/company/organization) agrees to
these terms for summer ______ (insert summer year).

_____________________________
(Authorized representative signature)

_____________________________
(Print name)

__________________
(Date)
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